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Automatic Sitting Pose Generation for
Ergonomic Ratings of Chairs
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Abstract—Human poses play a critical role in human-centric product design. Despite considerable researches on pose synthesis and
pose-driven product design, most of them adopt the simple stick figure model that captures only skeletons rather than real body
geometries and do not link human poses to the environment (e.g., chairs for sitting). This paper focuses on user-tailored ergonomic
design and rating of chairs using scanned human geometries. Fully utilizing the anthropometric information of the human models, our
method considers more ergonomic guidelines of chair design (such as pressure distribution and support intensity) and links the
geometry of 3D chair models and human-to-chair interactions into the pose deformation constraints of the human avatars. The core of
our method is a pose generation algorithm which rigs the user’s successive poses through coarse- and fine-level pose deformations.
We define a non-linear energy function with contact, collision, and joint limit terms, and solve it using a hill-climbing algorithm. The
fitting results allow us to quantitatively evaluate the chair model in terms of various ergonomic criteria. Our method is flexible and
effective and can be applied to users with varying body shapes and a wide range of chairs. Moreover, the proposed technique can be
easily extended to other furniture, such as desk, bed, and cabinet. Extensive evaluations and a user study demonstrate the efficiency
and advantages of the proposed virtual fitting method. Given that our method avoids tedious on-site trying, facilitates the
exploration/evaluation of various chair products, and provides valuable feedback for the designers and manufacturers to deliver
customized products, it is ideal for online shopping of chairs.

Index Terms—Sitting pose generation, alignment, human-chair interaction, ergonomic rating
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1 INTRODUCTION

ONline shopping is now a mainstream activity. E-
Commerce offers great choice and convenience —

giving customers the ability to shop from anywhere and
anytime they want. Since customers make direct purchases
online and do not set foot into shops, a potential risk is
that the product, though looking perfect on a computer
screen, does not fit their requirement due to unmatched
sizes. For online cloth shopping, there are many virtual try-
on tools that allow customers to visually examine whether
the clothes fit. However, purchasing furniture (such as a
chair) is a more complicated decision making process, since
customers consider not only the physical dimension and the
functionality, but also the ergonomic criteria. There is also an
increasing demand for customized products that are safer
and more comfortable than the one-size-fits-all products.
Unfortunately, without a reliable virtual evaluation method,
customers still feel it necessary to visit the retail shops before
making their decisions.

This paper aims at overcoming the above-mentioned
challenge by developing a method for the user-tailored er-
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gonomic rating of chairs. Our method considers the anthro-
pometric and biomechanical characteristics of the human
bodies, fits the geometry of the customer’s body to the chairs
and evaluates its functionality and measures its ergonomic
performance. In contrast to the existing researches that
commonly adopt a simple stick figure model to represent
humans, our method takes scanned human bodies as input.
We utilize the reconstructed 3D avatars of individuals and
rig the pose of avatars to fit the 3D chairs. The final rigged
pose of the avatar is determined by the geometries of
chairs and ergonomic-guided contact constraints. We then
compute an ergonomic score for the 3D models according
to the fitting extent considered in terms of geometrical fit,
pressure distribution, and support area.

This work is desired for furniture vendors to promote
their products and for customers to explore and find the
ideal chair without on-site trying. Thanks to the real geome-
tries used, our method allows users to visually examine how
their avatars interact with the chair and quantitatively eval-
uate the ergonomic scores. Such feedback is also valuable to
the designers to develop and improve customized chairs. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to provide
virtual experience of chair models based on the realistic
human body. Our method can also be extended to other
furniture by considering their functionality and ergonomic
constraints. See Figure 1 for two examples generated by our
method.

Our main contributions are twofold:

• We develop a virtual tool to predict the fit be-
tween humans’ anthropometric characteristics and
the functionality of chairs, which enables ergonomic
rating, exploration, and design improvement of chair
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Fig. 1. Automatic pose generation in typical living and bedrooms.

models for individuals; and
• Using the generated sitting poses, we develop a

metric to quantitatively measure the sitting position,
pressure distribution and support area, and provide
an ergonomic rating for chairs.

2 RELATED WORK

A large body of literature on human poses and man-made
object analysis is available. Given that this paper focuses
on the ergonomic rating of 3D chair models driven by the
pose deformation of users’ avatars, we review the most
relevant work on virtual fitting, functionality representation
of shape, ergonomic analysis and pose synthesis.

2.1 Virtual Fitting
In computer graphics, there are keen interests in simulat-
ing and visualizing the interaction between humans and
object(s). Virtual fitting is a computational tool that aligns
the virtual human body to fit the object/environment and
then allows the users to check the visual appearance and
evaluate the functional properties [1], [2], [3]. Towards this
goal, dealing with geometry (e.g., the shapes of objects of
interest and/or the poses of the human body) and physical
constraints (e.g., collision and balance) is usually required.
There are many works on virtual cloth fitting that investi-
gates the interactions between wearers and clothing, such
as collision detection [3], [4], cloth transfer and retargeting
[5], [6], [7], and realistic clothing animation [8], [9], [10].
Other studies have also provided virtual try-on tools for
customized shoes [11], eyeglasses[12], and Hijab fitting [13].
However, little work has been done for other objects in our
daily lives.

In virtual fitting, the geometry of the user’s body plays
an important role to evaluate the fit status. Digital human
model (DHM) has been widely used to replace expensive
mockups due to its low cost and morphable characteris-
tics. DHM data can be obtained from various ways, such
as images [8], [5], [6], parameterization based synthesized
models [9], [1], [10], or mannequin models [14]. The present
study uses the 3D geometric avatar of the users recon-
structed from an RGB-D camera [15], [16], thereby having
irreplaceable superiority in fitting evaluation. We leverage
the users’ avatars to implement the virtual fitting of chair
models, which enables the ergonomic assessment and de-
sign customization of chairs to be realized with practical
significance.

2.2 Functionality based Shape Representation
The ergonomic assessment of furniture models, such as
chairs, largely depends on the functional analysis of human

poses and furniture, which has attracted increasing attention
recently (e.g., [17]). We refer the readers to [18] for a compre-
hensive survey on evaluating functionality and affordance
with humanoid agents.

Kim et al. [19] proposed an efficient method that can
be used for fitting agents’ poses. Another representative
method proposed by Hu et al. [20] can recognize the func-
tionality of objects by considering its interaction with its
surroundings. The methods proposed in [19] and [20] are
general approaches for pose generation, while our method
focuses on a specific application in ergonomic ratings with-
out the assistance of data sets.

2.3 Ergonomic Analysis
From the perspective of human factors and ergonomics
[21], [22], all products designed for people aim to suit the
human body and mind, make them feel safe and satisfied,
and even provide enjoyment. Ergonomic analysis allows
the engineers to analyze and score human comfort, safety
and performance for targeted populations in the context
of a designed product or workplace. Human factors and
ergonomics are concerned with the fitting between the users
and the products, which is affected by the geometrical and
biological characteristics of the human body.

Ergonomic analysis methods mainly include heuristic
and analytical evaluations [23]. Heuristic evaluation is con-
ducted through identifying a checklist of conventional er-
gonomics issues. For office furniture and chairs’ selection,
their dimensional relationships with anthropometric vari-
ables have been investigated, and the ergonomic princi-
ples and checklists have been determined [24], [25]. An-
alytical evaluation enables users to evaluate the products
or workplaces with respect to one or more of the physi-
cal loads, such as posture and forces. Posture-based and
biomechanics-based analyses or even their combinations are
developed to virtually screen harmful postures and simulate
the loading in actions such as pushing, pulling, carrying,
lowering, or lifting [26], [27].

Zheng et al. [28] proposed an ergonomics-inspired re-
shaping method that can evaluate the fitness of a given
human skeleton pose and an object model. However, by
using only a skeleton, one cannot consider the ergonomic
rules related to pressure and support. In this paper, by
employing a detailed human avatar model, we show that
all of these ergonomic guidelines can be evaluated virtually
and provide a better predication of chair fitness.

In our work, benefiting from the virtual fitting of a
human avatar, we assess the ergonomic fitting of chair
models in relation to fitness, pressure, and support. The
rating is based on a checklist of the shape features of chairs
that determines the sitting position. The ratings of pressure
and support are considered by leveraging the surface defor-
mation of chairs, which is caused by the users’ weight and
a specific pressure peak.

2.4 Pose Synthesis
Deforming the skin of human to produce new poses is
commonly involved in the animation generation and has at-
tracted much attention in computer graphics. The main tech-
nologies can be classified into skeleton-based and example-
based deformations. The skeleton-based deformation — also
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Fig. 2. Pipeline of our approach.

named as skeleton subspace deformation (SSD) — attaches
an underlying skeleton to human meshes to perform skin
deformation. It is the most popular method characterized by
its simplicity and smooth results, which is computationally
effective and widely used for real-time implementation [29],
[30], [31]. By considering the interaction with the environ-
ment, Lin et al. [32] propose another representative work
that creates sitting poses from user sketched skeletons. The
example-based deformation — also called shape interpola-
tion or shape blending — is a data-driven approach [33],
[34], which models the deformation as a linear combination
of a set of sample poses. However, it is rarely used in real-
time application and cannot guarantee geometric continuity.
As our method is concerned with the computation effi-
ciency, we adopt the skeleton-based skinning to realize the
automatic pose deformation for chair fitting.

In SSD, the linear blending skinning, initially proposed
in [35], is the first direct skinning model for skeleton-based
deformation. It is easy and intuitive to use, but usually has
artifacts caused by volume loss for large deformations, such
as elbow collapse and candy-wrapper twists. Many works
about non-linear blending skinning have been reported to
preserve the volume, such as log-matrix skinning (LMS)
[29], spherical blend skinning (SBS) [30], and dual quater-
nion blend skinning (DQS) [31]. A joint bulging artifact
could be further caused in DQS as DQS interpolates rota-
tions around the same center of rotation at the joints [36].

Alternative attempts emerge to address the defects of
SSD, such as combining SSD and shape interpolation [33].
Such combination is done using multidimensional weights
per matrix to allow input transformations to be decomposed
and blended separately [37], [38], and mapping the primary
skeleton pose to the transformation of added helper bones
[39]. However, these methods tightly rely on the stored pose
examples and require heavy computational costs.

Our method utilizes a skeleton-based deformation
method proposed by Le and Hodgins [40], which can avoid
all the aforementioned artifacts by pre-computing the opti-
mized center of rotation for all vertices from the rest pose
and skinning weights. Our method only needs one input
mesh and then binds the skeleton with the skin in a direct
and geometrical way, which efficiently rigs the character for
new poses.

3 OVERVIEW

The inputs of our approach are segmented chairs and hu-
man avatars. In our application scenario, chair products in

online stores are always segmented with semantic labels.
Since the human avatar is easy and affordable to obtain,
our approach uses real human shape for sitting pose gen-
eration and ergonomic rating. The user study in Section 6
shows that using a real human shape helps achieve a good
ergonomic rating.

Our method assumes that the 3D chairs are segmented
with semantic labels. For unsegmented chair models, one
can apply the existing methods of co-analysis and region an-
notation [41], [42]. Since our approach targets on ergonomic
rating, we present a simple method in Section 4 to segment
human avatars (acquired in a controlled environment where
users make common poses such as standing) and represent
them with assembled skeletons and skin meshes. Then
we automatically align the specific human part with the
corresponding chair part by considering the constraints of
human-to-chair interactions. We propose a four-step algo-
rithm to implement this alignment of the chair model and
human models. In Section 5, we evaluate the ergonomic
performance of chair models in terms of geometrical fit,
pressure distribution, and contact area, and compute a rat-
ing of chair models. Section 6 presents that our method is
scalable to other furniture, such as desks, beds, and cabinets.
Figure 2 shows the pipeline of our approach.

4 AVATAR REPRESENTATION AND DEFORMATION

In ergonomic analysis, a user’s avatar is useful for integrat-
ing the user into the virtual environment for simulating
the interactions between the user and the workplaces or
products. The avatar, which is the geometrical represen-
tation of the real human body, enables the engineers to
consider ergonomic and human factor during the product
development. Furthermore, the avatar makes the validation
of the ergonomic functions of the products (without the
need of real experiments) possible, which speeds up the
production and trade process. The 3D avatars can be quickly
reconstructed on the basis of existing work [15], [16].

To measure the anthropometric data and deform the
avatar to fit ergonomic constraints, we segment the human
body into different body parts and represent each avatar by
a skin mesh with an assembled skeleton (Section 4.1). The
deformation of skin mesh is then driven by the deformation
of the skeleton (Section 4.2).

4.1 Pose-free Segmentation
The curved skeleton of the avatar is extracted by the thin-
ning algorithm [43]. The shape of the human body is then
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Fig. 3. Avatar segmentation and representation by a skin mesh assem-
bled with a skeleton.

cut into slices at every skeleton point. Each slice corresponds
to the contour of a cross-section perpendicular to the curved
skeleton. To determine the segmentation position, we com-
pute a set of properties for each slice, including the center of
the slice, average radius, average curvature and intersection
angle. On the basis of these properties, we determine the
segmentation lines on the head and limbs by the geometrical
definitions specified in Appendix (Section A2).

After segmenting the head and limbs from the human
body, the trunk is segmented according to the contours
of the laterals. In more details, we sort all the slices on
the trunk by arranging them according to their height in
descending order, and then project the points on these
slices to the 2D plane to generate the contour of the trunk.
Subsequently, we traverse the front and back contours of the
trunk to determine the segmentation positions. On the front
contour, the concave point having the smallest intersection
angle is considered the segmentation position for the junc-
tion of the chest and waist. On the back contour, the point
having the smallest intersection angle is regarded as the
segmentation position for the junction of the hip and waist.
The slices consisting of these segmentation points are taken
as the segmentation lines. Given that the curved skeleton is
generated from the human body without a specified pose,
the segmentation is able to deal with the avatar with various
poses (Figure 3a).

4.2 Skinning Model and Deformation
The avatar generally needs to deform the body shape and
acquire a new pose to match with the chair models during
virtual fitting. Presently, the skeleton-based deformation
technique is still the most efficient way of rigging the charac-
ter into new poses by only inputting the mesh model. Con-
sidering its advantages in terms of computational cost and
without the need of pose samples, we adopt the skeleton-
based technique for pose deformation.

Expanded from Chen et al.’s work [44], we use an 18-
joint skeleton model to describe the human’s pose (Figure
3b left). The skeleton nodes of a given human body can
be automatically generated by locating the nodes on the
curved skeleton extracted from shape segmentation, which
saves the step of skeleton embedding into the human body.
Thereafter, the skeleton model is constructed by a tree
structure consisting of a set of node joints connected by
the edges (also called bones). The hip joint is set as the
root of the tree and denotes the origin coordinate of the
world coordinate with x, y, and z axes. When a pose of

the human model is deformed to another one, it needs to
align them in the same world coordinate and then align
the joint coordinates. As each joint within this skeleton is
possibly active with three DOFs and may lead to arbitrary
poses, we add additional constraints on the pose description
to consider the human’s biological limitation: (1) the elbow
cannot rotate to the shoulder or the wrist, (2) the skeleton of
the real human body is not scalable or stretchable; thus, the
17 edges in the skeleton model are fixed in length and can
only be rotated, and (3) the knee and elbow joints belong
to hinge joints and only permit motion in a plane. Thus we
define four triangle planes for the left and right elbows, and
left and right knee joints (Figure 3b middle).

With the assembled skeleton and skin meshes, skinning
is the process to bind them and enable the deformation of
the skin meshes to follow the deformation of the skeleton.
To avoid the artifacts of elbow collapse and candy-wrapper
twists, we use the skeletal skinning method with optimized
centers of rotation in [40]. Briefly speaking, given a meshed
human body with an embedded skeleton and vertices
weights, let Tj (∀j = 0, · · · , k) be the transformation matrix
of bones B = (b0, · · · , bk) with weights W = (w0, · · · , wk),
which includes the rotation matrixRj and translation vector
tj . The transformation of each vertex vi on the mesh can
then be computed from Tj and W . As the bones of the
human skeleton are not stretchable in our method, except
for a global translation, the transformation of bones should
not include any translations but only rotations. The compu-
tation of transformation is then updated as follows:

vi
′ =

m∑
j=1

wij (qj (vi − pj) + pj
′) (1)

where pj is the original position of bone bj and the center
of rotation, pj ′ is the updated position of pj in the new
pose, and qj is unit quaternion that is converted by the
multiplicative rotation matrixes Rj · · ·Rk of bone bj and all
its ancestors. pj can be substituted by the optimized center
of rotation CoRi; see [40] for details.

5 ERGONOMIC EVALUATION OF CHAIRS

In ergonomically designing chairs [45], the general principle
is that the chair should fit the user according to his/her
own shape and provide a comfortable feeling by providing
sufficient support to the human body in the sitting posture.
Therefore, the ergonomic rules are mainly related to the
contact boundaries between the user and chair during sit-
ting, i.e., the back, arms, buttocks and thighs, popliteal area,
and feet (Figure 4). Ergonomic rules can also be described
through the geometric structure and contact constraints
using quantitative terms including the chair design parame-
ters, user’s anthropometry, the pressure felt by the user, and
the comfortable support provided by the chair [24], [25],
[45]. Traditionally, these terms (in particular the last two)
are evaluated on the basis of the subjective assessment of
several participants. However, this endeavor is costly and
time-consuming to carry out.

By providing the segmented chair, our method can auto-
matically measure the chair design parameter (Section 5.1).
In Section 5.2, we present a virtual fitting method that aligns
the human body and chair model. The primary advantage
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of this method is that it can provide an efficient and accurate
anthropometric data of the avatar in sitting pose; together
with the deformation of chair contact surface (Section 5.3),
the method can further provide the pressure distribution
and support intensity for ergonomic ratings (Section 5.4).

5.1 Design Parameters

During the furniture design process, a list of design param-
eters is required to define the product’s structural organiza-
tion and functional characteristics and to accommodate the
dimensions of the human body ergonomically. For chairs,
seat-pan and backrest are the most important support for
users. Figure 5 shows the seven main ergonomically-guided
design parameters [46], which are listed as follows.

Seat-pan height hs is the distance of the foremost surface
point of the seat-pan from the floor. An appropriate seat-pan
height allows the user’s thigh to be in a horizontal position
and the feet to be supported by the floor. It is also aligned
with the popliteal height of the user, ensuring the pressure
on the buttocks and thighs to be distributed evenly while
sitting.

Seat-pan width lsw is the maximum horizontal length
of the seat-pan. For chairs with armrests, seat width is the
distance between the left and right armrests. The width
should ensure the buttocks to be fully supported and should
enable appropriate relaxation. Specifically, the width of
chairs with armrests should be based on the width of the
user’s shoulders so that the arm of the user can be freely
placed on the armrest.

Seat-pan depth lsd is the maximum vertical length of
the seat-pan. The seat-pan depth should be able to approxi-
mately cover the length of the user’s thigh. A seat-pan that
is too deep will lead to a great incline when the user leans
against the backrest and a lack of support for the waist
muscles, whereas a seat-pan that is too shallow will cause
knee numbness due to overpressure on the knees.

Seat-pan angle θs is the angle between the seat-pan
surface and the horizontal plane, which measures the degree
of inclination of the seat-pan.

Seat-to-back angle θb measures the degree to which the
backrest reclines, which is formed by the backrest and seat-

Seat-pan height 

Seat-pan depth 

Seat-pan width 

Seat-to-back angle 

Seat-pan angle Backrest height 

Armrest height 

Fig. 5. Design parameters of chair.

pan. A backrest angle close to the human’s shape of spinal
column could prevent sliding forward and retreating pelvis.

Backrest height hb includes the height from the top point
of the backrest to the point of lumbar support and the height
from the lowest point of the backrest to the point of lumbar
support. The curved shape of the waist should be supported
to keep the balance of the spinal column.

Armrest height hr is the vertical distance from the seat-
pan to the top of the armrest. It should be comparable with
the user’s elbow height. A high armrest makes shoulders
hunched up, whereas a low armrest may not provide sup-
port for the arms at all.

5.2 Constraint-based Sitting Pose Generation

Given the segmented human avatar, we generate a sitting
pose by deforming and aligning the human body to the
chair model. To have a good alignment, we consider the
chair’s geometry and its contact with the human body. Our
algorithm takes chairs with semantic labels as input, and
computes the above-mentioned design parameters, which
are used to set up the geometrical structure constraints
and to generate an initial fitting pose. The geometrical
constraints lay the basis to deform the human body with an
initial fitting pose on the coarse level. We then consider the
contact-preserving constraints that provide comfort through
contacting support for the human body during usage and
can be used for the body-chair alignment on the fine level.
We list the geometrical structure and contact-preserving
constraints in Appendix A3 and refer the readers to [47]
for the ergonomic design guideline. Furthermore, we con-
sider the self-collisions on the human body and collisions
between the human body and chair, which are specified in
Eq.(4).

With the prescribed constraints, we design the human-
to-chair fitting alignment using a two-level process: a
coarse-level pose deformation and a fine-level pose refine-
ment. At the coarse level, we first deform the human into
an initial fitting pose according to the geometric structure of
the chair. Then, we further refine the pose part-by-part at the
fine level according to the contact constraints. As different
body parts in practice usually undertake different biological
functions during chair usage (e.g., the buttock acts as the
root of the skeleton and barycenter of body, while the limbs
offer substantial support for the body through interactive
contact outside), we successively refine the human’s pose
aligned with the chair model by the order of hip, trunk, and
limbs. In total, there are the following four steps to realize
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the coarse- and fine-level pose deformation for human-to-
chair fitting alignment.

Step 1 Pose Initialization: In the process of virtual
fitting, an initial fitting pose of the human body is generated
at the coarse level according to the geometrical structure
constraints. In the case of the chair model, the upper and
lower limbs are set as being hanged down vertically, and
the joint angles of elbow and knee are set at 90 degrees. The
joint of human’s hip Jhip is set as the rotation center; the
quaternion for rotation is computed by the transformation
vector, which is originally obtained by pknee − Jhip (pknee
is the feature point of interior knee) and is transformed by
increasing its y coordinates with knee height hknee and seat-
pan height hs by ‖hknee − hs‖. Then the quaternion can
be used to rotate the thigh bones and lift the thighs and
legs. The seat-pan height of the chair model determines the
placement of knees, that is, the thighs should be parallel to
the seat-pan under the condition hknee ≤ hs. Otherwise, the
thighs and legs are elevated to enable the feet to be placed
on the floor. For the angle between thighs, we set θthigh = 30
degrees when there is no armrest or the seat-pan width lsd
is wide enough; otherwise, θthigh is decreased until the knee
width lknee equals to the seat-pan’s width.

Step 2 Body Translation: With the initial fitting posture,
this step starts to finely align the human body with the
chair model through contact-preserving constraints. First,
we move the human model to attach to the chair. Given
that the buttocks usually act as the barycenter of the human
body, we compute the pairs of contact points on the buttocks
(pcontact) and on the chair component (p′contact) by the opti-
mization solver for Eq.(2), and then achieve the translation
of the human body led by the translation of pcontact to
p′contact. For the chair, the contact constraint occurs between
the buttocks and the seat-pan, and the human body will be
attached to the chair by translation to the contact points on
the seat-pan.

Step 3 Torso Transformation: If there is contact con-
straint for the trunk, then this step further deforms the
pose by the transformation of the trunk. The optimization
solver is used to compute the contact point pairs and vector
pcontact−p′contact and then achieve the deformation. Specific
chair may consist of a non-straight backrest to support
the trunk. We can treat the trunk as two parts connected
by the chest-hip bone and the chest-neck bone, and then
individually perform the transformation of the two pieces
with the optimization solver.

Step 4 Limb Transformation: The limbs of the human
skeleton are the upper arm, forearm, hand, thigh, leg, and
feet. As the end effector in inverse kinematics, hands and
feet are dealt with contact constraints. If the hands or
feet have contact interaction with the chair model, their
transformations are obtained via the optimization solver. If
a hand touches the body, such as a thigh in a sitting posture,
then the optimization solver can be applied to search for the
contact points and perform transformation. In most cases,
the feet contact is the floor, and only foot movement with
its adjacent parts is needed through the skeletal hierarchy.
The forearm, upper arm, leg, and thigh accordingly finish
transformation according to possible contact constraints.

Figure 6 demonstrates the pose deformation through the
4-step alignment in the case of virtual fitting on a chair

Step1 Step2 Step3 Step4

Coarse level Fine level

Fig. 6. Four-step alignment of the shape of the human body and the
chair model. See text for details.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 7. Two types of collision: human-chair collision (a,b) and human
self-collision (c).

model. At the coarse level, an initial sitting pose is generated
in step 1 according to the geometrical structure of the chair
and then steps 2-4 refine the pose to tightly match with
the chair through human body translation, trunk and limbs
transformation at the fine level.

The 4-step alignment is realized by minimizing the fol-
lowing objective function:

ε = εcontact + εcollision + εjoint (2)

which considers the biological limitation of humans, de-
scribed by the freedom degree of skeleton joints εjoint.

Contact term εcontact measures the corresponding com-
partments of the human body and chair with contact re-
lations as specified below. We compute the set of contact
points on deformed human meshes, which have the closest
Euclidean distance with the chair, and define εcontact as

εcontact =
∑
i

(qi(u, θ)(pi − x) + x′(u, θ)− ai)
2
, (3)

where (u, θ) is the rotation axis and angle of the quaternion,
qi, pi is the contact candidate point1 on the human mesh, x
is the rotation joint of the corresponding bone of pi, x′ is the
updated position of x in the deformed pose, ai is the closest
point on the chair compartment to pi.

Collision term εcollision is to handle possible collision
in the pose deformation. During the contacting process,
the human body may generate self-collision between limbs
(e.g., the hand penetrates the thigh) or the human body
may generate collision with the chair model (e.g., the hand
penetrates the armrest or the back penetrates the backrest);
see Figure 7 for examples. We define the collision term
similar to [32]:

εcollision =
∑(

‖vk1 − vk2‖ − ‖vk−11 − vk−12 ‖
)2
, (4)

1. Contact candidate points are determined as a selected part of
the human body whose initial positions are within a small distance
threshold between the corresponding body and chair parts.
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Fig. 8. Anthropometric variables of a sitting avatar.

where (a) in limb-limb collision, v1 and v2 are the two points
on the bones of two limbs closest to the collision point, and
(b) in human-chair collision, v1 is the collision point and v2
is the point on the bone closest to the collision point.

Joint term εjoint is to keep the pose deformation in
a physically feasible range through the joints of skeletal
structures. Referring to [48], the joint limit constraints can be
enforced by controlling the relative orientation between two
adjacent bones; that is, when the joint angle between the two
adjacent bones exceeds the prescribed limit, εjoint is added
into the minimization process during iteration. Thereafter,
εjoint is designed as follows:

εjoint =
∑
i,j

{[qi(u, θ)vi − qj(u, θ)vj ]− vmax}2 , (5)

where vi and vj are the vectors of two adjacent bones after
transformation and vmax is the target vector between them
with correct limit angle. To improve the performance of
computing the above equation, we use the vector difference
of two bones instead of directly using the angle to define the
constraint.

We adopt the hill climbing algorithm [49] to solve the
optimization problem in Eq. (2), which is fast and easy
to implement. The solver takes the body parts and chair
components as input, and computes the deformed body
parts after rotation transformation. During each iteration,
when collision or joint angle violation is detected, the colli-
sion term εcollison or joint limit term εjoint will be added
into global energy term ε, and the solution in such an
iteration will be recomputed again until no collision or joint
angle violation occurs. Since εcontact is strictly decreasing in
each iteration2, the hill climbing algorithm is guaranteed to
converge.

By virtual fitting with realistic human body geometry,
the anthropometric data of a segmented avatar in the sitting
posture (Figure 8), including the sitting height, sitting depth,
elbow height and width, arm length, are readily obtained.

5.3 Deforming Contact Surface

Given the pressure force from the human body during the
contact process, we need to model the surface deformation
of the chair model to reflect the mechanical performance of
the chair material and ergonomically rate the pressure and
support factors (Section 5.4).

We voxelize the chair model and use the spring-mass
system to simulate the surface deformation of the chair

2. Here we exclude those iterations to be recomputed.

(a) Initial shape (b) Deformed shape (c) Pressure distribution

Fig. 9. Deformed surface and pressure distribution of a chair model
during sitting.

model. The center of a voxel represents a mass node in the
mass-spring system and is denoted as mi, i = 1, · · · , n.
During the deformation process, each mass is possibly ex-
erted by three types of forces: spring, damping, and external
forces. Here, we concern the pressure force as the external
force for each mass. All the mass nodes that are within the
distance of 10mm from the sitter’s skin are chosen to be
the receptor for the pressure force during the sitting contact
time. The pressure force on the seat-pan is computed by
F e
i = Ghb

Atouch
, where Ghb is the gravity of the human

body, Atouch is the contact area and is accounted as the
number of mass nodes. The pressure force on the seatback
is computed by keF e

i cos θb, where ke is a constant and θb is
the angle between the seat-pan and seatback. The damping
force is dependent on the velocity of mi and is computed by
F d
i = −dvi, where d is the damping coefficient. The spring

force is generated when the length of the spring between
two mass nodes is changed, which is computed by Hooke’s
law:

F s(mi,mj) = K (L0 − ‖mi −mj‖)
mi −mj

‖mi −mj‖
(6)

where L0 is the initial length of the spring, and K is the
elasticity coefficient that is determined by the mechani-
cal functions of the chair material within a typical range
[0.1, 10] Gpa. With the input of the pressure force, we are
able to compute the force and motion velocity of each mass
node with increasing time steps until the mass-spring sys-
tem reaches the steady state. We use the midpoint method
instead of the Euler method to solve the dynamic equations
for the purpose of a more accurate solution.

After computing the voxel displacements, we deform the
chair model by updating its vertex coordinates accordingly.
The movement of a triangle of the chair is the average
displacement of all the voxels that have an intersection with
this triangle, and the movement of each vertex is the average
movement of all its adjacent triangles. Figure 9 shows the
deformation of the surface and pressure distribution of a
chair model after sitting contact.

We iteratively alternate the computation of chair con-
tact surface deformation and fine-level sitting pose gener-
ation, until both the contact surface and the pose remain
unchanged. In our experiment, two iterations are usually
enough.
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5.4 Ergonomic Rating

Compared with subjective measurement by employing sub-
jects through questionnaires, the ergonomic rating is a fast
and effective way to evaluate whether the functions of the
chair models meet the ergonomic requirements of a specific
user. The ergonomic characteristics of the chair model are
measured in terms of the user retaining a comfortable sitting
position, good pressure spread, and strong support [45].
Thus, we develop an objective comfortableness metric E
to rate the ergonomic performance of the chair model with
three terms:

E = w0Eposition + w1Epressure + w2Esupport (7)

Eposition is the rating score about the shape and size of the
chair model fitting to the sitter’s dimensions. The rating is
based on the ergonomic guidelines for the chair in terms of
a checklist of the most universal shape features [25], which
are derived from people with considerable experience. In
practice, there are separate checklists of ergonomic issues
for each type of furniture or equipment, which can be used
for evaluation accordingly. We calculate the rating score of
Eposition in the chair case by taking the sum of the scores of
each ergonomic issue Ii in the checklist (as listed in Table A1
in the Appendix), i.e., Eposition =

∑m
i=1 Ii. For each Ii, by

concerning the shape matching extent between the human
and chair models, the extent is mapped to one of the three
scores (20, 10, and −10) depending on their values.

Epressure is the rating score for pressure distribution at
the interface between chair and sitter. Pressure distribution
is the most frequent investigation of the feel characteristic
of the chair, which is more complex in the biological mech-
anism and receives recent attention [50]. We calculate the
proportional pressure and pressure gradient on the contact
surface to quantitatively represent the pressure distribution
term, e.g., a soft seat cushion will form a pressure gradient
with a gradual decrease toward the front and sides, while
the hard seat-pan without a cushion will have no pressure
gradient and the sitter is not comfortable. The pressure
gradient is concerned with the displacement gradient of
mass nodes on the surface voxels in the spring-mass system
at the steady state. Let vi and gi be the displacement and dis-
placement gradient of each surface voxel, respectively. We
compute Epressure = 100(Pc + ∆P ), where Pc =

∑n
i=1 vi

nmaxi{gi}
measures the pressure magnitude, and ∆P =

∑
gi mea-

sures the pressure gradient.
Esupport is the rating score of the support intensity of the

chair model to the sitter, which is mainly influenced by the
contour of the chair and the posture of the sitter. A substan-
tial association exists among the support parameter, the fit,
and pressure parameters. We calculate it by computing the
contact area between the user and the chair considering the
user is sitting with a standard constrained posture rather
than with an arbitrary posture. In our method, the contact
surface is computed by the summed area of the number
of voxels which have contact with the body surface, thus
Esupport = 100

nL2
v

Sback+Sbuttock+Sthigh
, where Lv is the voxel

length, and Sback, Sbuttock and Sthigh are the voxel area of
the surfaces of the back, buttock and thighs.

MPJPE=15.88 mm MPJPE=16.67 mm 

MPJPE=13.95 mm MPJPE=17.19 mm 

Fig. 10. Similarity evaluation between the ground truth (left) and virtual
fitting results (right).

6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We implement the proposed algorithm in C++ and test it on
a PC with i5-6400 2.7GHz CPU and 8G RAM. Source codes
will be publicly available. Our algorithm is efficient, and it
takes less than 10 seconds to generate a sitting pose. For the
ergonomic metric (ref. Eq.(7)), we set w0 = 0.5, w1 = 0.25
and w2 = 0.25 in all our experiments.

Our method allows users to dress in loungewear so that
the scanning for human avatar is flexible and virtual try-on
can better match users’ daily life experience. Section 6.1 re-
ports the accuracy of virtual fitting and Section 6.2 presents
a user study to show the effectiveness and efficiency of our
method. Sections 6.3-6.5 present more results on different
application scenarios, method extension, comparison and
discusses the merits and limitations of our method.

6.1 Virtual Fitting Accuracy

We conduct a preliminary study on the accuracy of virtual
fitting in our method. We used FARO Focus3D X330 scanner
(distance accuracy ±2mm and scan range (0.6m, 130m)) to
scan the human avatars of two users, two selected chairs,
and their sitting poses on these two chairs. Then we man-
ually segment the scanned chair models. To evaluate the
accuracy of our method, then we compare the scanned
sitting pose results (as the ground truth) with the generated
sitting pose results obtained by applying our method to the
human avatars and scanned chairs (Figure 10).

To measure the similarity between the ground truth and
our method, we follow [51] to use the metric of the mean
per joint position error (MPJPE), which is the mean of errors
of all joints between the scanned and deformed humans
skeletons

EMPJPE(S) =
1

NS

NS∑
i=1

‖mS(i)−mS′(i)‖2 (8)

where NS is the number of joints in skeleton S, mS(i)
is the predicted coordinate of ith joint, and mS′(i) is the
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Chair1 Chair2 Chair3 Chair4 Chair5 Chair6 Chair7 Chair8 Chair9 Chair10 Chair11 Chair12 Chair13

Fig. 11. Top row: thirteen chairs in a furniture chain store are used in our user study. Bottom row: these chair models are scanned with manual
segmentation.

Fig. 12. Examples of real and virtual fitting on the chair models.

coordinate of ith joint in the ground truth. As shown in
Figure 10, the MPJPE values of our method in all the four
sitting poses are less than 20mm. Our results are much
smaller than the best results (that are more than 110mm)
in [51]. The measured error range (10mm, 20mm) in our
method also fits the allowable error range (< 100mm) in
anthropometric measurements for clothed participants for
office furniture design (Table 1, page 7 in [47]).

6.2 User Study

We recruited n = 10 participants, eight males and two
females, with ages ranging from 20 to 38. Among them,
there are two overweight and two underweight. We con-
ducted our user study at a furniture chain store with 13
types of chairs (see Figure 11). We asked each participant
to try the chairs and give a ranking to 13 chairs as the
ground truth. In more detail, participants provided their
rating scores in the range [0, 100], with a reference to the
interval scales of “excellent” (80-100), “good” (60-80), “fair”
(40-60), “poor” (20-40) and “bad” (0-20), which is a variant
of the ITU-R five-point quality scale [52]. We collected the
rating scores of participants in two steps. In the first step,
the participants tried each chair and wrote an initial score
for it. In the second step, the participants modified their
scores by trying each chair one more time. This two-step
procedure ensured that the score for each chair was given
based on the feeling of trying all chairs. To eliminate the
potential bias among different participants, we converted all
the scores provided by a single participant into a ranking.
We used the ranking data of all participants as the ground
truth. To investigate the consistency of rankings by different
participants, we performed a two-way ANOVA analysis and
the p-value is 0.00187 (which is much less than the cutoff

point 0.05), indicating significant correlation of rankings of
different participants.

Our goal is to design an automatic ergonomic rating
method that has a high agreement with human prefer-
ence. Then we chose to compare our approach with two
related representative methods: one is the traditional chair
ergonomic rating method [24] (denoted as MT) and the
other is an automatic rating method that uses a stick figure
model instead of a real human model (denoted as MS). Both
MT and MS methods can only perform the evaluation using
the measured or estimated sitter’s anthropometry (ref. the
scoring rules in Table A1 in the Appendix), i.e., they cannot
make use of the terms on Epressure and Esupport. For MT,
we measured the anthropometry data of the participants
and manually compared them with the design parameters
of the chair to evaluate the score according to the rules in
Table A1 in Appendix. However, some anthropometry data,
such as the sitting depth, sitting elbow height, can not be
accurately measured due to the dress of loungewear. For
MS, since the stick figure model has no body shape, we can
only measure the lengths of bones to compare them with
the design parameters of the chair for the evaluation, which
usually has less accuracy than MT.

We scanned the chairs and the body geometries of
the participants. The scanned chair models were manually
segmented and, from the scanned avatars, the skinning
models with assembled skeletons were generated with pose-
free segmentation (Section 4). Some real and virtual fitting
results are shown in Figure 12 and more results of all fittings
on 13 chair models are illustrated in Appendix A5. We com-
pute the scores of three methods (ours, MT and MS) for each
pair (Ai, Bj), where Ai is one of ten participants and Bj is
one of thirteen chair models, and then convert these scores
into rankings of chairs. To analyze the degree of similarity
between two sets of ranks for the same objects, we adopt the
Kendall independent test [53] to examine the consistency of
the ranking by one of three methods with respect to the
ground-truth ranking provided by the participants. Denote
by {xi, yi}ni=1 the set of observations of the continuous
random variablesX and Y . Any pair of observations (xi, yi)
and (xj , yj), where i < j, are said to be concordant if the
ranks for both elements agree, i.e., (xi − xj)(yi − yj) > 0,
otherwise, they are said to be discordant. If xi = xj or
yi = yj , then the pair is neither concordant nor discordant.
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Fig. 13. Virtual fitting of four chair models by three avatars. The 4-tuple below each pair of (chair, avatar) is ergonomic ratings (Eposition,
Epressure, Esupport, E), in which the final metric value E is illustrated in red.

The Kendall coefficient τ is defined as

τ =
nc − nd

n(n− 1)/2

where nc and nd are the number of concordant and dis-
cordant pairs respectively. The value of τ is in the range
of [−1, 1], where 1 means a perfect agreement between the
two rankings and −1 indicates the absolute disagreement
between the two rankings. In the presented study, the τ
values of our method, MT and MS are 0.89, 0.75 and 0.63,
respectively, demonstrating that our method can provide the
most accurate evaluation.

It is worth noting that we design a two-step process to
collect rating scores of participants that ensures the equal
importance of the ranking of every chair in the full list. Then
we use the full ranking of thirteen chair models to evaluate
how a ranking algorithm correlates well with human judg-
ments. In practice, our evaluation metric in Eq.(7) can work
with a top-k query strategy [54] that is efficient for online
store applications.

6.3 More Results
Virtual fitting. Fitting the customers with the product is the
best way to persuade the customers to make the decision to
buy it, which is the reason why the merchandise vendors try
their best to enable people to experience their products and
service. Thus, with our approach, the vendor can demon-
strate chair products oriented to different customers and
check the fitting score of potential users. Once the avatars of
the users are available, chair models can be virtually aligned
and fitted with different avatars.

Figure 13 illustrates the virtual fitting of four chair mod-
els with different shapes and styles by avatars A, B, and
C with different dimensions. Chair model I has a different
match to the three avatars that have different seating depths.

Avatar A has close seating depth with the seat pan depth of
the chair and thus has excellent support on the back part.
Avatars B and C have shorter seating depths and need to
be inclined to the backrest slightly. Furthermore, the seating
height of avatar C is shorter than the seat pan height; thus,
his feet cannot touch to the floor. All three avatars have
support from the armrest with different elbow angles: B
and C have a larger elbow angle than A. Chair II has no
armrest but a narrow seat-pan width. Thus, the thigh angle
of the sitter can be decreased to fit the thighs on the chair.
The thigh angle of avatars A and B is narrower than that of
avatar C. Chair model III has a deep seat-pan depth. Avatars
A and B have a seating depth of over 0.75 times the seat-pan
depth so they can be inclined to contact with the backrest,
whereas avatar C does not reach the contact condition of
the backrest and keeps his back straight. Chair model IV is
a bench with a short seat-pan height. Avatars A, B, and C
can touch the ground and still need to elevate their knees.
Figure 13 exhibits the ergonomic scores of avatars A, B, and
C on the four chair models. The chair products are easily
accepted through the virtual fitting by the users who are
most suitable and have the highest ergonomic score.

Model exploration. Exploring the products and finding
the most suitable one is usually the most time-consuming
process for customers during shopping. Regarding the tra-
ditional way, customers spend time visiting different shops
and trying various products personally to evaluate the
best one. Concerning online shopping, people often con-
tinuously retrieve and evaluate the products depending
on comparing the size specifications and judging by ex-
perience. Few alternatives are available to speed up this
process especially for furniture products. Our method can
offer an efficient way for a customer with the reconstructed
geometrical avatar to explore chair models and quickly find
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(40, 0, 47, 31.8) (10, 0, 29, 12.3) (40, 0, 47, 31.8)

(30, 48, 25.9, 33.5) (40, 48, 24.9, 38.2) (60, 89, 41.3, 62.6)

Fig. 15. Virtual fitting for a 3-seater bench and a sofa for a family with
ergonomic ratings.

out the most comfortable option through automatic virtual
alignment and ergonomic ratings.

Figure 14 presents the exploration results of a collection
of ten chair models for avatars A, B, and C. Customers
can easily compare the ergonomic scores of different chair
models and find the best purchase via ergonomic rating
results on the virtual fitting of the model. Furthermore, we
can apply this method to a family to choose chair suitable for
their home. For instance, in Figure 15, a family can virtually
fit the bench and sofa models, comparing the ergonomic
scores for their sizes to make buying decisions.

Design optimization. Optimizing the design for cus-
tomization is to offer a desirable product for the customers,
which is an essential step for manufacturers and designers
during the design cycle. Although designers use personal
statistical data in the design to accommodate the most
significant of the population, furniture products still only
provide 75 percent of target customers. Customized design
is an efficient way to solve this problem and enhance the
added values of furniture products. Our method endows
benefits to the furniture designer to optimize the design
for customization with the precise dimensional data of
the avatar. The designer can traverse every index in the
ranking score and optimize design parameters and material
elasticity of the chair models to achieve a best ergonomic
score with the ergonomic rating of a specific avatar in three
terms (Eposition, Epressure and Esupport in Eq.(7)). Figure
16 reveals several examples of chair models improvement
by fitting a high ergonomic score and thus achieving high-
quality customization.

6.4 Extension
Although the above sections mainly focus on chairs, it is
worth noting that our method can be extended to other
types of furniture with given structure constraints and
contact-preserving constraints between human and furni-
ture. Figure 17 demonstrates our approach on chaise longue,
office desk, and chair, bed, and cabinet. We determine con-
straints for each furniture model via the furniture model’s
geometric features and functionality. For the chaise longue,
we borrow the chair’s constraints and add contact con-
straint to characterize its leg support. For the study desk,

(40, 0, 40, 30)   (70, 0, 82, 55.5)(40, 0, 30, 27.5) (70, 51, 80, 67.8)

(30, 65, 30,38.7) (100, 115, 86, 100) (60, 42, 33.9, 49)    (100, 125, 88, 103)

(10, 58, 30,27)      (70, 102, 78, 80) (70, 42, 38.7,55.2) (90, 118, 68, 91.5)

Fig. 16. Chair models with gray background are improved by fitting a
higher ergonomic score.

the contact interaction usually occurs between the upper
limb and tabletop; thus we are only concerned with limb
transformation in the fitting alignment. Given the simple
geometry of the bed (planar mattress), we can quickly gen-
erate the lying down pose with only the body translation.
For the cabinet, the frequent interaction is to open/close
the door via the handle, and we set the hand-on-the-handle
constraint as the contact constraint. We list the structure
constraints and contact-preserving constraints of the bed
and cabinet models in Appendix A3.

We further demonstrate an indoor scene of virtual fitting
of various furniture models by a family with grandparents,
parents, and a child. Figure 1 depicts that the grandfather
sits on a single sofa with support from the backrest, while
the armrest is too low to support his arms. The parents
sit on the long couch, where the father can incline to
touch the backrest, while the mother is not comfortable
to be supported by the backrest seeing that the seat-pan
depth is much higher than her sitting depth. Grandma and
the child sit on the dinner table. The height of the table
supports the arms of the grandmother but poorly supports
the child’s arms. However, the dinner chair does not fit the
grandmother whose legs cannot touch the floor. A test of the
affordability of various furniture models in the house for
an individual family member through the scene of virtual
fittings is thus manageable.

6.5 Comparison & Discussions
Our method is a pose-induced human shape deformation
for virtual fitting of chair models. As mentioned in Section 2,
there are a few related work on pose-driven shape analysis
[19] and shape reform [28]. However, their research goals
are different from ours. Therefore, it is difficult to make a
direct comparison based on the same application scenarios.
Here, we discuss the difference between our method and
the existing work.

Kim et al. [19] aimed to predict a human skeleton pose
based on a given shape of object model by predicting contact
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(90, 116, 52, 87) (100, 0, 78.6, 69.7) (70, 94, 61.6, 73.9) (40, 0, 35, 28.7) (40, 0, 30, 27.5) (30, 121, 41, 55.5) (10, 0, 21.2, 10.3) (60, 42, 33.9, 49.0) (80, 93, 45, 74.5) (80, 54, 40.6, 63.7)

(30, 65, 30, 38.7) (40, 0, 31, 27.8) (10, 58, 30, 27.0) (10, 0, 31, 12.8) (10, 0, 27, 11.7) (30, 55, 30, 36.3) (10, 0, 21.2, 10.3) (70, 51, 24, 53.8) (70, 42, 38.7, 55.2) (90, 45, 49.9, 68.7)

Fig. 14. Exploration results of a collection of chair models for three avatars. The 4-tuple is ergonomic ratings (Eposition, Epressure, Esupport, E).

Fig. 17. Our method can deal with other categories of furniture with slight
modification.

and end effector probabilities. Zheng et al. [28] aimed to
reshape and explore the model collections with respect to
a given human skeleton pose, which ranks fitness between
the skeleton pose and the object model. As a comparison,
our method can evaluate the fitness between the real human
shape and the chair model. Figure 18 shows an application
scenario in which different body shapes may have the same
stick figure and our method can effectively distinguish them
by providing different ergonomic ratings.

Limitations of our method. There are several directions to
improve our work. First, our method requires segmented
chairs as input. Although it is suitable for chair products
in online stores, an automatic segmentation algorithm is
highly desired as a preprocess step. Second, our method is
designed for working with users dressed with loungewear.
Although it is convenient for users, dressing tight-fitting
garments can lead to more accurate and robust segmenta-
tion. Third, our method is specifically designed for chair
evaluation. More types of furniture can be considered in

(70,58,32,57.5) (80,103,65,82) (60,108,72,75) 

(90,42,45,66) (100,94,75,92.2) (100,83,77,89.7) 

Stick figure model in 
Kim et al. method  

Real body shape models in our method 

(50,50,38,47) (70,98,58,74) (80,102,75,84.2) 

Fig. 18. Comparison of a stick figure model [19] and our method. For
different body shapes that have the same stick figure, our method can
effectively distinguish them by providing different ergonomic ratings and
different rankings.

future work.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose an efficient approach to fit avatars
to 3D chairs and then evaluate in terms of ergonomic
criteria. Our method uses the real human shape to generate
new poses according to the geometrical structure of the chair
and contact interactions between the human and chair. Then
we deform the pose of the human avatar and align it with
the shapes of chair models through utilizing the ergonomic
guidelines in the chair design. We propose a quantitative
rating for the ergonomic performance of chairs, which indi-
cates the fit extent and comfort of chairs to specific users.
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A user study and extensive experiments demonstrate that
our method works well for a wide range of chairs and can
provide good prediction of chair fitness.
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